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ABSTRACT 
Achieving  a  molecular-level  understanding  of  interfacial
(photo)electrochemical  processes  is  essential  in  order  to  tailor  novel  and
highly-performing catalytic systems. The corresponding recent development
of  in  situ and  operando tools  has posed new challenges on experimental
architectures. In this study, we use ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy  (AP-XPS)  to  probe  the  solid/liquid  electrified  interface  of  a
polycrystalline  Pt  sample  in  contact  with  an  alkaline  electrolyte  during
hydrogen  and  oxygen  evolution  reactions.  Using  the  “dip–and-pull”
technique to probe the interface through a thin liquid layer generated on the
sample surface, we observe that the electrolyte meniscus becomes unstable
under sustained driving of an electrolyte-consuming reaction (such as water
oxidation). The addition of an electrochemically inert supporting electrolyte
mitigates  this  issue,  maintaining  a  stable  meniscus  layer  for  prolonged
reaction  times.  In  contrast,  for  processes  in  which  the  electrolyte  is
replenished  in  the  reaction  pathway  (i.e.  water  reduction  in  alkaline
conditions),  we  find  that  the  solid/liquid  interface  remains  stable  without
addition of a secondary supporting electrolyte. The approach described in
this  work  allows  the  extension of  operando AP-XPS capabilities  using the
“dip-and-pull”  method  to  a  broader  class  of  reactions  consuming  ionic
species during complex interfacial faradaic processes.
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1. Introduction
The evolution of oxygen gas from a catalyst surface is a critical component
in numerous industrial processes [1,2], ranging from the chlor-alkali process
[3,4] to the electrotwinning of  metals  [5].  Such systems require  not  only
catalysts which are efficient, cost-effective, and durable, but also the design
of the electrochemical interface. Operando techniques contribute to this goal
by  probing  the  structure  and  composition  of  the  dynamic  electrified
solid/liquid  interface  [6-12].  Of  particular  interest  is  the model  system of
platinum metal,  that  while  scarce  and expensive  [13],  can shed light  on
surface  chemical  and  structural  transformations  under  various
(electro)chemical  reaction environments. The detailed study of  Pt aims to
expedite the development of less costly and more abundant alternatives with
tailored physical/chemical properties that surpass current state of the art, in
particular for alkaline electrocatalysts [14-16]. 
X-ray  photoelectron  spectroscopy  (XPS)  is  well-suited  to  probe
electrochemical  systems,  as  the  binding  energy  (BE)  of  ejected
photoelectrons is a function of the Galvani potential at the position of the
atom undergoing photoionization.  Furthermore,  the technique can provide
quantitative information regarding the composition and chemistry near the
sample surface [17]. In contrast to typical ultrahigh vacuum surface science
approaches, ambient pressure XPS (AP-XPS) enables the sample to be kept
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at higher pressures [7,18]. Coupled with a “tender” X-ray (2-8 keV) source,
AP-XPS can probe through a liquid layer tens of nanometer thick to reach a
buried solid/liquid interface and thereby provide  operando insight into the
electrochemically active surface  [19,20]. This can be achieved by the “dip-
and-pull”  technique  [19,20],  where electrodes  are  immersed into  a  liquid
electrolyte and partially withdrawn at a constant rate, analyzing the region
where  a  thin  meniscus  of  electrolyte  covers  the  electrode  surface.  The
success  of  this  approach  hinges  in  part  on  the  maintenance  of  a  stable
meniscus  during  operation,  typically  limiting  it’s  utility  to  low  current
densities [21] and electrodes of moderately hydrophilic character.
We have recently employed AP-XPS with “tender” X-rays (hν = 4 keV) to
study the prototypical Pt electrode for the water splitting reactions in alkaline
electrolyte [22,23]. Though commercial alkaline electrolyzers are designed to
operate  in  an  electrolyte  consisting  solely  of  a  highly  concentrated  KOH
electrolyte  [24,25],  operando AP-XPS investigations can be hindered by the
consumption of hydroxyl species during the oxygen evolution reaction (OER),
which destabilizes the meniscus. We here employ a secondary supporting
electrolyte  to  stabilize  the  meniscus  during  faradaic  processes  involving
consumption of the electrolyte.
2. Methods
2.1  “Dip-and-pull”  method  and  operando measurements. MilliQ
water (DI,  ρ =  18.2 MΩ  cm) was used as the solvent, to which potassium
hydroxide  (KOH,  99.99%,  Aldrich)  and/or  potassium fluoride  (KF,  99.99%,
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Aldrich) were added as the (supporting) electrolyte at concentrations of 1.0
or  0.1  M.  All  the  potentials  reported  in  this  work  are  relative  to  the
miniaturized leakless Ag/AgCl/Cl− (sat.) (ET072-1,  eDAQ)  reference electrode
(RE), with a standard electrode potential E°Ag/AgCl(sat.) = 197 mV with respect to
the  normal  hydrogen  electrode,  NHE.  Polycrystalline  Pt  foils  (99.99%,
thickness 0.5 mm, Aldrich) were used as the working electrode (WE) and
counter electrode (CE), polished to a mirror finish with silicon carbide papers
of decreasing grain size (Struers, grit: 2400 and 4000) and then ultrasonic
cleaned in a mixture of MilliQ water:ethanol (Aldrich, 1 : 1) for 10 min, two
times. The foils were then ultrasonic cleaned in pure MilliQ water for 15 min,
followed by a thoroughly rinsing and drying in N2 stream. 
The WE, RE, and CE were mounted into a PEEK electrode housing, with
electrical  feedthrough to an external  potentiostat/galvanostat  (Biologic  SP
300). The WE and the analyzer front cone shared a common ground. The
electrolyte  was  outgassed  prior  to  introduction  into  the  experimental
chamber at low pressure (~10 Torr) in a dedicated offline chamber for > 30
min. Once placed into the AP-XPS experimental chamber, the pressure was
carefully lowered down to the water vapor pressure at room temperature,
~16 Torr.
The  three  electrodes  were  immersed  into  the  electrolyte,  then  slowly
extracted  from  the  electrolyte  solution  by  rising  the  manipulator  at  a
constant  vertical  rate  to  produce  a  thin  layer  of  liquid  electrolyte  film
remaining  on  the  Pt  electrode  (typically  10-30  nm thick)  above  the  bulk
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electrolyte,  keeping  the  bottom  of  the  electrodes  immersed  in  the  bulk
electrolyte. The meniscus region was then moved to the focal point of the
analyzer for AP-XPS investigation of the solid/liquid interface as a function of
the applied potential. 
An electrochemical cleaning procedure was conducted in the experimental
chamber, prior to meniscus formation, by holding the Pt WE at −1200 mV for
30 minutes, in order to obtain a pure metallic and a homogeneous surface.
Survey spectra (Figure S1) verify no unexpected elements are present on
the Pt electrode or in the electrolyte. All cyclic voltammetry measurements
were conducted at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1 (Figure S2). The WE was held
potentiostatically at OER and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) conditions
during AP-XPS collection. 
2.2 Beamline 9.3.1 and AP-XPS experimental details. Beamline 9.3.1
at the Advanced Light Source (ALS, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
is  equipped  with  a  bending  magnet  and  a  Si  (111)  double  crystal
monochromator (DCM) having a total energy range between 2.0 keV and 7.0
keV [19,20,22,26,27]. The minimal spot size at the beamline is 0.7 mm (w) x
1.0 mm (h), and a constant photon energy of 4 keV was used throughout the
experiment. The pass energy of the Scienta analyzer (R4000 HiPP-2) was set
to 200 eV while the width of the entrance slit placed between the pre-lenses
and the Herzog plate was set to 500 μm. The total resolution (X-rays and
analyzer)  was  measured  acquiring  the  Fermi  edge  on  a  clean  gold
polycrystalline  sample,  which  provided  a  value  of  460  meV  for  this
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experiment. For the spectral acquisitions, we used a kinetic energy step of
100 meV and a dwell  time of  300 μs.  To limit  the evaporation  from the
electrochemical  cell,  a  larger  outgassed  water  source  was  placed  in  the
analysis chamber to provide a buffer. 
Spectral  fitting  was  carried  out  using  CasaXPS,  employing  a  Shirley
background (Table S1). The binding energy (BE) scale was calibrated such
that the metallic Pt0 4f7/2 photoelectron peak, fit with a Doniach–Šunjić shape,
was  at  71.2  eV  [22]. The  O1s  spectra  were  fit  with  three  25:75
Lorentzian:Gaussian symmetrical  approximations to the Voigt function: gas
phase water (GPW), liquid phase water (LPW, including chemisorbed water),
and a component encompassing surface oxygenated species at lower BE.
The K 2p and F 1s spectra were also fit  with symmetrical  Voigt  function
approximations.
3. Results and Discussion
The Pt electrode/electrolyte interface was studied by AP-XPS in operando—
as a function  of  applied  potential  at  a  solid/liquid  interface—as shown in
Figure 1. Employing a photon energy of 4 keV enables the “dip-and-pull”
procedure  [19,20,22,26,27] to  simultaneously  characterize  ~20 nm of  an
aqueous  electrolyte  and  ~10  nm  of  the  Pt  WE  [22] while  driving
electrochemical reactions at the solid/liquid interface. The potential of the
polycrystalline  Pt  WE (sharing  a  common ground  with  the  analyzer)  was
controlled relative to the Ag/AgCl/Cl−(sat.) RE, and the current balanced by the
CE  in  the  three  electrode  electrochemical  cell.  The  experiments  were
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performed  at  a  temperature  and  pressure  of  about  298  K  and  18  Torr,
respectively.  The  relative  humidity  (RH)  was  around  76  %  (taking  the
equilibrium water vapor tension at 298 K as 23.7 Torr [28]).
Figure 1. Schematic of the operando AP-XPS set-up at beamline 9.3.1 at the
Advanced Light Source. The manipulator holds the Pt counter electrode (CE),
reference electrode (RE), and Pt working electrode (WE). Anodic polarization,
shown  here  at  the  WE,  drives  the  oxygen  evolution  reaction  (OER)  and
consumption of the electrolyte, while cathodic polarization, shown here at
the CE, drives the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and replenishes the
electrolyte. 
We here compare the solid/liquid electrified interface for two reactions: the
OER ¿, and the hydrogen evolution reaction, HER ¿. Both reactions generate
gaseous  products.  In  particular,  in  alkaline  electrolyte  (pH  >  7),  HER
consumes  the  solvent  H2O  to  replenish  the  electrolyte  with  hydroxyls,
whereas the OER consumes the hydroxyl anions. The charged species of the
electrolyte  (e.g.  K+,  OH–)  are  responsible  for  maintaining  sufficient
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conductivity such that the applied voltage drop is localized at the solid/liquid
interface, and in the case of hydroxyls, also determines the electrolyte pH.
In contrast to commercial electrolyzers [24,29] or well-mixed large-volume
cells  typical  used  to  assess  catalytic  activity  [30],  measurement  in  a
meniscus configuration puts unique constraints on ionic transport  [31-33],
particularly for reactions such as the OER which consume the electrolyte.
Even so, our previous investigation of the surface of Pt during alkaline OER at
+0.9  V  vs.  the  Ag/AgCl  RE  [22] exhibited  stable  surface  chemistry  and
electrolyte distribution over two hours of cycling. 
After two hours of OER in 1.0 M KOH electrolyte, however, the meniscus
layer  through  which  the  photoelectrons  pass  became  unstable.  The
photoelectron peak from liquid  phase water  (LPW) in  the O 1s shifted to
higher BE, indicating a loss in  anodic  polarization  in the meniscus region
probed  by  AP-XPS,  mirrored  by  the  K  2p  (Figure  2).  Simultaneously,  a
reduction  in  the  intensity  of  the  LPW compared  to  the  gas  phase  water
(GPW) photoelectrons  indicated thinning  of  the  meniscus,  coupled  with  a
decrease in K intensity (Figure 2c).  The instability of  the meniscus layer
upon prolonged polarization is hypothesized to result from an electrowetting
effect and/or  consumption of  the hydroxyl  species during OER.  High local
depletion rates of OH– anions and coupled migration of K+ species into the
bulk electrolyte sink can exceed the diffusion of OH− and subsequent K+ ions
(due to electron neutrality) back into the meniscus to replenish those which
are being consumed or repelled away from the solid/liquid interface probed
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by AP-XPS. Eventually, this leads to breakup of the meniscus layer and loss
of applied potential. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that for HER
[23], a reaction which also forms gas bubbles but replenishes OH– anions via
the reduction of H2O to H2, the O 1s and K 2p remain stable, even after more
than two hours of cycling (Figure 2 d-f).  The stability during HER further
suggests  meniscus collapse is  not  driven by evaporation  or  pH gradients
alone. However it is worth noting that H2O has a larger molar concentration,
55:1 compared to KOH, and can be sourced via condensation from the vapor
phase  (which  is  at  about  76  %  RH)  as  well  as  diffusion  from  the  bulk
electrolyte source. 
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Figure 2. Operando AP-XPS in 1.0 M KOH. During OER  [22] at +0.9 V vs
Ag/AgCl, the (a) O 1s and (b) K 2p change dramatically after two hours, with
liquid phase water (LPW) and K decreasing in intensity and shifting to higher
binding energy, and the gas phase water (GPW) increasing. (c) The relative
decrease in K 2p3/2 area and LPW/GPW ratio (where Δ Area/Area represents
the change in integrated area (K 2p3/2) or area ratio (LPW/GPW) relative to
the  initial  scan,  normalized  to  that  of  the  noted  scan) indicate  that  the
meniscus thickness decreases after 2 h of OER. During HER [23] at −0.9 V vs
Ag/AgCl,  the  (d)  O  1s  and  (e)  K  2p  are  similar  over  time,  and  (f)  show
negligible relative change in areas relative to the first scan, indicating the
meniscus  is  stable.  Spectra  in  (a),  (b),  and  (d)  are  Shirley-background
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subtracted, and all spectra are offset for clarity.  Representative fits to the
spectra are provided for the initial scan, detailed in Table S1.
In  order  to  stabilize  the  meniscus  layer,  enabling  tender  AP-XPS  during
prolonged measurement of electrolyte-consuming reactions such as alkaline
OER and to work towards reaching higher current densities, we employ a
secondary supporting electrolyte. The non-interacting salt serves to regulate
cell resistance and mass transport by electrical migration and can notably
influence the structure of the double layer [34]. We add 0.1 M KF to the 1.0
M  KOH  electrolyte,  where  F– is  not  reported  to  notably  influence  the
potentials of OER in well-mixed rotating disk electrode cells [35] or influence
adsorption on Pt in aqueous solutions  [36], in contrast with chloride anions
[37].  A  lowering  of  the  onset  potential  during  OER  is  observed  in  the
meniscus configuration is observed upon addition of KF (Figure S2), leading
to  subtle  changes  in  the  Pt  4f  probed  at  comparable  current  densities
(Figure S3) and motivating further studies of the double layer structure and
surface  speciation  in  F- containing  electrolytes. The  addition  of  the
supporting electrolyte stabilizes the meniscus layer far beyond 2 h of OER
(Figure 3). The liquid electrolyte layer and the K+ intensity is maintained,
and the applied voltage remains constant, illustrating control over the local
potential  during  prolonged  operando characterization.  Some  variation  in
intensity is occasionally observed, potentially from salt in the nose cone. The
overpotential  required  to  drive  OER at  comparable  rates  decreased upon
addition of 0.1 M KF, potentially arising from improved conductivity through
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the thin capillary, thus the electrode is polarized to lower potentials of +0.75
V vs. Ag/AgCl (Figure S2).
Figure 3. Operando AP-XPS in 1.0 M KOH with 0.1 M KF.  During OER at
+0.75 vs. Ag/AgCl, the (a) O 1s and (b) K 2p spectra remain similar, including
after two hours. (c) The relative change in K 2p3/2 area and LPW/GPW ratio
(compared to the first scan) is negligible, indicating that adding KF to the
electrolyte  stabilizes  the  meniscus.  Spectra  are  Shirley-background
subtracted and offset for clarity.
We confirm the  KF  supporting  electrolyte  does  not  interact  with  the  Pt
electrode by performing the water splitting reactions in a solution containing
only 1.0 M KF (no KOH). In order to obtain comparable rates for OER in the
approximately neutral solution, a larger anodic potential relative to Ag/AgCl
is required (Figure S2). Driving OER at +1.25 V vs Ag/AgCl, the meniscus
remains stable far beyond 2 h of polarization, exhibiting a constant intensity
of the LPW peak in the O 1s, as probed by AP-XPS (Figure 4). The Pt 4f  is
somewhat more oxidized compared to in 1.0 M KOH or 1.0 M KOH+0.1 M KF
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only (Figure S4), but remains unchanged overtime, suggesting no reaction
between the KF supporting electrolyte and Pt at the applied potentials. The
intensity of the K 2p and F 1s also remain constant with time, indicating that
the non-interacting salt provides sufficient ionic conductivity to balance the
consumption of H+/OH– during OER in neutral solutions. The singular BE in
the symmetric F 1s (Figure S5) indicates the F– is not specifically adsorbed
to the grounded Pt surface, but instead shifts with the Galvani potential. 
Figure 4. Operando AP-XPS in 1.0 M KF (no KOH). During OER, the (a) O 1s,
(b) Pt 4f, (c) K 2p, and (d) F 1s spectra remain similar, including after two
hours. This indicates the meniscus is stable during OER due to the presence
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of  non-interacting K+ and F– ions.  Spectra in (a),  (c),  and (d)  are Shirley-
background subtracted and all are offset for clarity. Representative fits to the
spectra are provided for the initial scan, detailed in Table S1.
Similar behavior is observed for the HER in 1.0 M KF (Figure 5), where the
Pt 4f is comparable to that for HER in KOH (Figure S4). Compared to OER
conditions,  the K 2p and F 1s shift  to higher BE as expected for solution
species compared to a WE held at more cathodic conditions, supporting the
non-interacting nature of the salt. The intensity and BE of the ionic species
are  constant  over  time,  indicating  that  the  meniscus  remains  stable  far
beyond 2 h in operando. 
Figure 5. Operando AP-XPS in 1.0 M KF (no KOH). During HER, the (a) K 2p
and (b) F 1s spectra remain similar, including after two hours, indicating K+
and F– ions do not interact with the surface and that the meniscus remains
stable. Spectra are Shirley-background subtracted and offset for clarity.
The behavior of ionic species in the meniscus during OER and HER can be
quantified by both the BE (“position”) and the integrated intensity (“area”) of
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the core level (Figure 6). While K+ ions initially remain at constant BE and
intensity in all cases, driving OER in an electrolyte consisting solely of 1.0 M
KOH leads to the onset of meniscus breakup after ~2 h (scan 6). The shift to
higher BE indicates a loss of anodic polarization, hypothesized to be driven
by a thinning of  the meniscus – evident  by the reduction  in K+ and LPW
(Figure 2) intensity – from consumption of OH– species during the OER. This
behavior  is  not  observed  for  HER  in  1.0  M  KOH,  where  the  reaction
replenishes OH– species.  The inclusion of  a supporting electrolyte of  non-
interacting KF salt stabilizes the meniscus for both OER and HER, and both K+
and F– maintain a constant profile in the meniscus during the reaction. 
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Figure 6. Quantification of changes in location and amount of ionic species.
Change in position for (a) K 2p and (b) F 1s relative to the initial scan. For
OER in an electrolyte containing only 1.0 M KOH, instability of the meniscus
leads to an increase in BE and a loss of polarization. The change in (c) K 2p3/2
and (d) F 1s area compared to the initial scan, normalized by the area. For
OER in an electrolyte containing only 1.0 M KOH, instability of the meniscus
leads to a local decrease in K+ from consumption of OH– and thinning of the
meniscus. 
4. Conclusions
We employed AP-XPS using a “tender” X-ray source (4 keV) to probe the Pt/
electrolyte  interface in  operando during  alkaline water  splitting  reactions.
The meniscus configuration  of  the region  probed by AP-XPS has typically
constrained the conditions to ones of low current densities and reactions not
involving the consumption of electrolyte. For example, we here showed that
the  conversion  of  OH– to  O2 and  H2O  during  alkaline  OER  depletes  the
meniscus of charged species (Figure 7), leading to collapse of the meniscus
and loss of polarization control at the region of interest. This is in contrast to
the  HER,  which  replenishes  OH– during  the  generation  of  H2 from  H2O,
maintaining the ionic strength and conductivity within the meniscus, which
remains stable. We here demonstrated that the meniscus can be stabilized
during OER by the addition of a supporting electrolyte of non-interacting salt.
The addition of 0.1 M KF to the 1.0 M KOH electrolyte provided additional
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charged  species  to  the  meniscus,  stabilizing  the  double  layer  and
maintaining ionic transport. This approach enables the study of electrolyte-
consuming  reactions  with  operando AP-XPS  using  the  “dip-and-pull”
approach  to  gain  new  insight  into  the  electrified  solid/liquid  interface.
Extending this experimental strategy to earth abundant materials will aid in
the rational design of novel tailored materials for water splitting reactions in
alkaline.
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Figure 7. Simplified schematic illustrating the electrolyte species present
during the noted reaction and whether the meniscus is stable or collapses.
(a) OER consumes OH–, the only anion in 1.0 M KOH. This consumption leads
to (b) electrolyte depletion in the destabilized meniscus, which (c) collapses,
leading to some regions of discontinuity. (d) HER produces OH–, consuming
the abundant H2O solvent in 1.0 M KOH, and (e) the meniscus remains stable
and maintains  sufficient  ionic  transport.  (f)  For  OER,  adding a supporting
electrolyte  of  0.1  M KF to the 1.0 M KOH introduces additional  F– anions
(green, and more K+ cations, purple) which are not consumed in the reaction.
The meniscus remains stable and maintains sufficient ionic transport.
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